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QUICK USER GUIDE 

  



What is the Dreamconn? 
 
The Dreamconn is the world's first Bluetooth wireless Dreamcast controller.  Internal 
modifications have been done to an official dreamcast controller to reverse engineer 
Bluetooth technology inside, with a rechargeable battery giving 10+ hours use on a full 
charge.  In addition, two virtual memory cards (VMUs) have been added, virtually 
occupying the two slots on the controller - with menu functions (including a battery level 
indicator) visible when plugging a physical vmu with screen into slot 1 on the controller.  
Included with the dreamconn is a Bluetooth receiver dongle, which plugs into one of the 
controller ports on the front of the Dreamcast to receive and interpret the signal sent 
from the Dreamconn.  Hey presto!!  Wireless Dreamcast gaming! 
 
Whats Changed in Version 4+? 
 
Version 4+ includes an improved VMU backup utility from the previous version 4 and a 
new 'hot swap' function of the internal VMU in slot 2.  It also includes all improvements 
made up to version 4, such as smaller profile receiver dongle and additional battery level 
LEDs on the controller. 
 

 

  



Using the DreamConn 
 

1. Plug the Base Unit to any available port of your Dreamcast console 
2. Power on your Dreamcast console. 
3. Power on your DreamConn wireless controller 

 
 
It will take 5 to 10 seconds for the DreamConn to connect to its Base Unit. 

 
The Dreamconn works in exactly the same way as a standard dreamcast controller - just 
without a cable.  The only other physical differences are the inclusion of an on/off button 
in the middle of the controller and two LEDs at the bottom left and right of the unit.  The 
right LED lights up green for powered on, and the left blinks red when the battery level is 
low.  You can view the battery level on a connected VMU screen by holding L, R and 
START and selecting battery level when it appears on the VMU screen by pressing A.  
Each Dreamconn is paired to its included receiver before being sent out to you - so just 
plug in the dongle, turn on the dreamcast and the Dreamconn by its power button and 
you're ready to go! 

Supported Accessories 
 

The Dreamconn will support VMUs on Slot[1] and Jumper Packs (rumble) on Slot[2] 
 

IMPORTANT: 
 
While the Dreamconn supports the above, it is important to note that it will not read any 
physically attached VMUs data - the Dreamconn will only utilise the VMU screen for use 
of its own menu options, or for any visual information normally displayed by a game 
when playing.  The Dreamconn already has two VMUs built in virtually, which can be seen 
and edited as normal when clicking the memory card option in the dreamcast home 
menu. Slot[2] in the Dreamconn should only be used for the jumper pack and the 
microphone accessory.  Only use physical VMUs in Slot[1]. 
 
 
 



A note on using the internal VMUs: 
 
The internal memory card assigned to Slot[1] will always remain visible to the memory 
card utility in the home menu or when playing a game, whether the slot is empty or a 
physical VMU is inserted.  However, Slot[2] will only register its attached internal VMU if 
its slot is empty.  For this reason Version 4+ of the Dreamconn has a hot swap 
function.  If you are playing a game with a jumper pack connected and need to save, but 
the save file is going in Slot[2] - by simply removing either peripheral from the slot, the 
2nd VMU will become visible - allowing you to save.  Once your save is created, simply 
re-insert the jumper pack and get back to playing your game! 
 

Charging The DreamConn 

 
The Dreamconn comes with a usb charging cable, which connects to the unit through the 
base of the controller where the cable once lived.  This can be plugged into the mains 
with any wall charger with a USB slot or alternatively through any other device which 
supplies power to a USB connection, such as a USB hub for your computer.  Usage time is 
10+ hours, with some slight give or take depending on the accessories plugged into the 
controller ports, which draw power from the controller. 

 

CHARGING 

1. Plug one end of USB cable to your PC or wall-charger. 
2. Plug the other end of the cable to the DreamConn’s charging port. 

 

(PLEASE NOTE) 

 While charging, the left LED will turn-on with red color. 
 Upon fully-charged, the left LED will turn-on with blue color. 
 DreamConn may be used normally while charging. 


